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This study assessed whether sleep-dependent changes in the
relationship between heart period (HP) and mean arterial pres-
sure (MAP) occur in newborn life. Electrodes for electrocortico-
graphic, electromyographic, and electrooculographic monitoring
and an arterial catheter for blood pressure recordings were
implanted in 11 newborn lambs. HP and MAP beat-to-beat
values were computed from 120-s blood pressure recordings
during quiet wakefulness, active sleep, and quiet sleep. For each
recording, the time shift at which the maximum of the HP versus
MAP cross-correlation function was attained was identified. For
each lamb and wake-sleep state, an average correlation coeffi-
cient was then computed corresponding to the median value of
such time shifts. The maximum of the cross-correlation function
was attained with HP lagging behind MAP. The corresponding
mean correlation coefficient was significantly higher in quiet
sleep (0.51 � 0.05) than either in quiet wakefulness (0.31 �

0.05) or in active sleep (0.29 � 0.03). Sleep-related differences
in the correlation between HP and MAP were maintained after
HP and MAP data were low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz to remove
their fast ventilatory oscillations. In conclusion, data indicate that
the relationship between spontaneous fluctuations in HP and
those in MAP is sleep-state dependent in newborn lambs. A
positive HP versus MAP correlation with HP lagging behind
MAP is consistent with baroreflex control of HP. Heart rhythm
thus may be more tightly controlled by the baroreceptor reflex
and less dependent on central autonomic commands in quiet
sleep than either in quiet wakefulness or in active sleep. (Pediatr
Res 57: 108–114, 2005)
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Autonomic and peripheral circulatory functions are strongly
affected by wake-sleep states (1). On the basis of studies of
thermoregulation and of respiratory and circulatory control, it
was suggested that in quiet sleep, homeostasis is tightly main-
tained by closed-loop control mechanisms, whereas in active
sleep, an open-loop, nonhomeostatic mode of regulation pre-
vails (2).
The regulation of systemic arterial pressure plays an essen-

tial role in homeostasis, as it permits coupling of blood flow to
tissue metabolic needs while avoiding excessive rises in mi-
crovessel transmural pressure. Central autonomic commands,

in supporting an actual or expected behavior [e.g. exercise (3),
defense reaction (4)], may induce parallel changes in heart rate
and in systemic vascular resistance. In adult rats, baroreflex
control of heart rate prevails in quiet sleep, whereas central
commands prevail in active sleep (5,6). Although effects of
central autonomic commands on heart rate and arterial pressure
are similar in wakefulness and in active sleep, the cause of such
commands is uncertain in the latter state. Thus, central auto-
nomic commands that occur in active sleep give rise to regu-
latory disturbances rather than to anticipatory regulation, as it
occurs during wakefulness. It is unclear whether these conclu-
sions apply to animals during early postnatal development,
whose cardiovascular regulation undergoes functional matura-
tion and differs in many respects from that of older animals
(7–12).
The aim of our study was to assess whether the relationship

between heart period (HP) and arterial pressure changes during
sleep in newborn lambs. We analyzed the relationship between
HP and mean arterial pressure (MAP) in the time domain by
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computing a cross-correlation function between spontaneous
fluctuations in the two variables. Linear correlation has been
proved to be a powerful tool to evaluate the balance of central
and baroreflex control of HP in adult rats (6). The cross-
correlation function allows a more complete description of the
system under study, as it yields information on the correlation
between two signals as a function of the time shift, i.e. positive
or negative time lag, between the signals (13). Thus, the
maximum value reached by the cross-correlation function can
quantify the strength of the coupling between HP and arterial
pressure. The time shift observed, however, informs on the
time relationship between changes in arterial pressure and
changes in HP.
Sleep-related differences in cardiovascular regulation are

potentially of importance in newborn life, when total sleep
duration and the duration of active sleep are at a lifetime
maximum (8). Moreover, sudden infant death syndrome has
been associated with autonomic derangements (14), which may
be especially prominent during specific sleep states (15).
Knowledge of physiologic sleep-related changes in cardiovas-
cular regulation thus may help in the early detection of patho-
logic derangements in autonomic cardiovascular control.

METHODS

Eleven newborn lambs (Merino/Border-Leicester cross) were housed within
24 h of birth in a Plexiglas cage. Once feeding independently (lamb milk
replacer: Veanavite; Shepparton, Australia) and gaining weight normally, each
lamb was surgically prepared for chronic study. All procedures were per-
formed in accordance with the guidelines of the Australian Code of Practice for
the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes established by the
National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia and were approved
by the Monash Medical Centre Committee on Ethics in Animal
Experimentation.

Surgery and experimental procedures. Each lamb was anesthetized (halo-
thane 1–2%, nitrous oxide 60%, balance oxygen) and instrumented for study
with the use of sterile surgical techniques under artificial ventilation. A
nonocclusive saline-filled catheter (0.86 and 1.52 mm in inner and outer
diameter, respectively) was inserted in the femoral artery for arterial blood
pressure monitoring and blood sampling. Pairs of Teflon-coated stainless steel
wires were implanted on the parietal cortex 1 cm anterior and 1 cm lateral to
lambda (electrocorticogram), at the inner and outer canthus of the left eye
(electrooculogram), and in the dorsal musculature of the neck (nuchal
electromyogram).

Measurements. After a minimum of 72 h of postoperative recovery, the
lambs were studied for 1–3 d, at the age of 18 � 2 d (mean � SEM). During
the study periods, the lambs’ cages were partitioned to prevent the lambs from
turning around while allowing complete freedom to move forward and back-
ward and to stand up and lie down. The lambs did not show any sign of
discomfort during the recordings, such as struggles to turn around despite the
cage divider. Food was available ad libitum throughout the study, and room
temperature was maintained between 22 and 25°C. Electrophysiologic signals
were amplified and filtered with a signal conditioner (Cyberamp 380; Axon
Instruments, Foster City, CA) at 0.3–80 Hz, 0.3–80 Hz, and 30–80 Hz for
electrocorticogram, electrooculogram, and nuchal electromyogram, respec-
tively. The arterial catheter was connected to a calibrated strain-gauge ma-
nometer (Cobe CDX III; Cobe Laboratories, Lakewood, CO), which in turn
was connected to the signal conditioner. Arterial pressure was referenced to the
midthoracic level when the lambs were lying down, low-pass filtered at 100
Hz, and, along with the electrophysiologic signals, stored on a computer using
an analog-digital converting board (model 4801A; ADAC, Woburn, MA) and
acquisition software (CVSOFT Data Acquisition and Analysis Software;
Odessa Computer Systems, Calgary, Alberta, Canada).

Data analysis. After the study was completed, the stored signals were
reviewed to reject artefacts including movement artefacts. Data sequences

120 s long sampled at a rate of 200 Hz were selected during stable states of
quiet wakefulness, quiet sleep, and active sleep. Sequences were selected no
less than 5 s after the occurrence of artefacts and only when the polygraphic
recordings indicated the stability of the behavioral state throughout the whole
data segment extracted. Thus, transient events such as sleep-state transitions,
microarousals, and spontaneous awakenings were excluded from analysis. The
120-s duration was chosen to ensure both an adequate length of the sequence
and the absence of artefacts, sleep-state transitions, and arousals in the same
sequence.

The scoring of the wake-sleep state was performed manually on the basis of
behavioral and polygraphic criteria. In quiet sleep, the electrocorticogram
displayed a pattern of high-voltage (i.e. the signal amplitude seemed to be at
least 50% of the maximum signal amplitude observed throughout the data file
(16)) and low-frequency (i.e. large predominance of the 1- to 4-Hz frequency
band (16)) activity, eye movements were absent, and nuchal electromyo-
graphic tone was reduced compared with that in quiet wakefulness. Quiet
wakefulness was identified when the lambs were lying down, when the
electrocorticogram displayed a pattern of lower-voltage and higher-frequency
activity with respect to that in quiet sleep, and when eye movements and
nuchal electromyographic tone were present. During active sleep, the electro-
corticogram displayed a pattern of lower-voltage and higher-frequency activity
with respect to that in quiet sleep, rapid eye movements were present, and
nuchal electromyographic tone was absent.

To increase the reliability of the computed estimates, for each lamb, only
wake-sleep states in which it was possible to collect three or more artefact-free
sequences were considered for analysis. No artefact-free sequence could be
obtained in quiet wakefulness in one lamb and in active sleep in another lamb.
In three other lambs, we obtained only one, two, and two artefact-free
sequences in active sleep, respectively. Analysis thus was performed on a total
of 163 sequences collected during quiet wakefulness, 373 during quiet sleep,
and 198 during active sleep. Signal analysis was performed with the software
package MATLAB and its Signal Processing Toolbox (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA).

HP was automatically determined from the arterial pressure signal as the
time interval between the beginnings of successive systolic upstrokes, and
accuracy of the determination was ensured by manual editing of all of the
tracings. MAP was computed as the average arterial pressure during each heart
period. Averages for HP and MAP were calculated over each 120-s sequence.
Beat-to-beat HP and MAP data were resampled at 4 Hz by linear interpolation
to yield data as a function of time rather than of cardiac cycle, and their mean
values were subtracted. The HP versus MAP cross-correlation function was
then computed for each 120-s sequence between time shifts from �12.5 s to
12.5 s. With our computational procedure, the HP versus MAP cross-
correlation function at a negative time shift reflects the correlation between
MAP values and HP values that follow those of MAP by the modulus of the
time shift. The cross-correlation function was computed as the average cross-
correlation over five data subsets 60 s long overlapped by 75%. Values of the
cross-correlation functions were normalized so that the autocorrelations for HP
and MAP at zero time shift were identically 1.0.

The time shift that corresponded to the maximal positive value of the
cross-correlation function between HP and MAP was identified for each 120-s
sequence. The median value of that time shift was computed for each lamb and
wake-sleep state. For each lamb and wake-sleep state, the mean value of the
cross-correlation function was subsequently calculated, corresponding to the
time shift previously determined in that lamb and state.

In previous work (17), we showed that variability of cerebral perfusion
pressure in the lamb has a similar frequency distribution in all behavioral
states, with a minimum at ~0.3 Hz and a high-frequency peak at frequencies
between 0.3 and 1.2 Hz, comparable with values of breathing rate reported in
the lamb (18). To assess whether the cross-correlation estimates computed
were dependent on fast, presumably ventilatory oscillations in MAP, we
repeated the cross-correlation analysis after low-pass filtering HP and MAP
data at 0.3 Hz by means of a six-pole Chebyshev type I digital filter with
band-pass ripple limited to 0.5 dB. HP and MAP data sequences were first
filtered in the forward direction, then reversed and run back through the filter
to obtain low-pass filtered data with zero phase distortion.

To gain further insight into cardiovascular regulation in active sleep, we
also analyzed HP and MAP during the phasic hypertensive events [MAP
surges (19,20)] that occur spontaneously in this state. A total of 95 sequences
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of beat-to-beat HP and MAP data composing an increase in MAP �15% was
identified in active sleep on seven lambs. HP and MAP data were divided by
their baseline values, i.e. by their respective mean values over the 20 beats
preceding the beginning of the MAP surge. A coherent averaging of the data
was then performed for each lamb by aligning the data sequences temporally
with the beginning of the MAP surges (13).

Statistical analysis. Mean values for each wake-sleep state were calculated
for each animal. One-sample t tests were applied to detect significant differ-
ences from time 0 shifts in the cross-correlation analysis and to detect
significant differences from 1 of the ratios between HP values and their
baseline value in the analysis of MAP surges. When significant differences of
time shifts and of values of the cross-correlation function among wake-sleep
states were detected by the Friedman test, the significance of differences
between wake-sleep states was assessed by Wilcoxon test. Statistical testing
was performed using standard procedures (SPSS, http://www.spss.com) with a
p � 0.05 considered to be statistically significant. Data are means � SEM in
the text, table, and figures, with n indicating the number of animals.

RESULTS

Arterial blood gases and pH were similar to those previously
recorded in healthy lambs (17,18) (pH � 7.429 � 0.007,
arterial PO2 � 103.2 � 3.2 mm Hg, arterial O2 saturation �
95.6 � 0.9%, arterial PCO2 � 41.7 � 1.2 mm Hg, hemoglobin
concentration � 8.1 � 0.5 g/dL, and base excess � 2.9 � 0.9
mM).
Mean values of HP were 380 � 18, 365 � 16, and 402 � 28

ms in quiet wakefulness, quiet sleep, and active sleep, respec-
tively. Mean values of MAP were 72.9 � 1.7, 72.9 � 1.4, and
73.2 � 2.7 mm Hg in quiet wakefulness, quiet sleep, and active
sleep, respectively. MAP did not differ significantly in mean
value among wake-sleep states, but a difference among behav-
ioral states did exist in HP, which was significantly higher in
active sleep than in quiet sleep, in agreement with previous
findings (18,19).
HP versus MAP cross-correlation. Both on unfiltered data

(Fig. 1) and on their low-frequency fluctuations (Fig. 2), the
peaks of the average HP versus MAP cross-correlation func-
tions were evident at a negative time shift, indicating that the
highest positive correlation between HP and MAP ensued with
HP changes lagging behind MAP changes.
Time shifts between HP and MAP corresponding to the

maximal positive value of the HP versus MAP cross-
correlation function are reported in Table 1. Both on unfiltered
data and on their low-frequency fluctuations, time shifts be-
tween HP and MAP were negative and significantly different
from 0 (p � 0.005) and were not significantly different among
wake-sleep states. In quiet sleep, the time lag of HP versus
MAP computed on low-pass filtered data was higher than the
corresponding time lag computed on unfiltered data (p � 0.05).

On unfiltered data, mean values of the HP versus MAP
cross-correlation functions corresponding to the time shifts that
maximized the HP versus MAP correlation were 0.31 � 0.05,
0.51 � 0.05, and 0.29 � 0.03 in quiet wakefulness, quiet sleep,
and active sleep, respectively (Fig. 3). Mean values of the HP
versus MAP cross-correlation functions computed on low-pass
filtered data and corresponding to the time shifts that maxi-
mized the HP versus MAP correlation at low frequencies were
0.35 � 0.05, 0.61 � 0.04, and 0.32 � 0.03 in quiet wakeful-
ness, quiet sleep, and active sleep, respectively (Fig. 4). Both
on unfiltered data and on their low-frequency fluctuations, the

HP versusMAP correlation coefficient was significantly higher
in quiet sleep than either in quiet wakefulness or in active sleep
(p � 0.05). In quiet sleep, the HP versus MAP correlation
coefficient computed on low-pass filtered data was higher than
the corresponding correlation coefficient computed on unfil-
tered data (p � 0.05). In agreement with results of the time-
domain data analysis, visual analysis of single data sequences
revealed that, particularly in quiet sleep, changes in HP fol-
lowed a pattern similar and parallel to that of previous changes
in MAP; the similarity between patterns of changes in HP and
in MAP was readily evident on low-pass filtered data (Fig. 5).
HP changes during phasic MAP surges in active sleep.

Analysis of phasic cardiovascular events in active sleep re-
vealed that transient decreases in HP occurred concomitantly
with the beginnings of the MAP surges and were followed by
rises in HP above control values during the course of the MAP
surges (Fig. 6). The decrease in HP started in the first cardiac
cycle after the beginning of the MAP surge (p � 0.01), and the
mean value of HP over nine cardiac cycles after the onset of the
MAP surge was reduced with respect to its control value (p �

Figure 1. Cross-correlation functions between HP and MAP computed on
unfiltered data. Bold lines represent mean values of the cross-correlation functions;
thin lines represent mean values � SEM. In all states, a peak in the cross-
correlation function was evident at a negative time shift, indicating that HP was
positively correlated with preceding values of MAP. The correlation coefficient at
the peak of the cross-correlation function was highest in quiet sleep. n � 10 in
quiet wakefulness; n � 11 in quiet sleep; n � 7 in active sleep.
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0.005). Conversely, the mean value of HP over subsequent
cardiac cycles was increased with respect to control values (p
� 0.01).

DISCUSSION

In newborn lambs, we assessed whether sleep-dependent
changes occur in the cross-correlation function between spon-
taneous fluctuations in HP and those in MAP. The correlation

between HP and previous values of MAP was positive and was
�60% higher in quiet sleep than in the other states, suggesting
that heart rhythm is more tightly controlled by the baroreceptor
reflex and less dependent on central autonomic commands in
quiet sleep than either in quiet wakefulness or in active sleep.
During phasic hypertensive events in active sleep, central
autonomic commands on HP displayed a time course different
from that of baroreflex control: HP decreased almost simulta-
neously with the rise in MAP, then increased consistently with
baroreflex control.
Cardiovascular control in newborn animals undergoes func-

tional maturation (10). Basal cardiac output per unit body
weight (7,8) and heart rate (9) are high with respect to values
in older animals, whereas arterial blood pressure is low (7,21).
The arterial baroreflex is effective and reset to lower levels of
arterial pressure, whereas cardiopulmonary reflexes are im-
paired (12). The impact of the sympathetic nervous system on
heart rate variability decreases after the first month of life in
lambs (9) and human infants (11). Finally, the responsiveness
of peripheral vessels to adrenergic agonists is lower in newborn
than in adult lambs (7). We performed our study in newborn
lambs, a model widely used in the study of sleep and cardio-
vascular physiology during early postnatal development. Fur-
ther research is needed to investigate the extent to which the

Figure 2. Cross-correlation functions between HP and MAP computed on
data low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz. Bold lines represent mean values of the
cross-correlation functions computed on low-pass filtered data; thin lines
represent mean values � SEM. Cross-correlation functions computed on
low-pass filtered data shared the same features of those computed on unfiltered
data, in that peaks of the functions were evident at a negative time shift and the
value at the peak was highest in quiet sleep. n � 10 in quiet wakefulness; n �
11 in quiet sleep; n � 7 in active sleep.

Table 1. Time shifts between HP and MAP corresponding to the
highest positive correlation between the variables

Quiet wakefulness Quiet sleep Active sleep

TS �1.7 � 0.2 �1.4 � 0.2 �1.6 � 0.2
TS LF �2.1 � 0.2 �1.7 � 0.1* �1.8 � 0.2

Values represent mean � SEM. TS, time shift (s) between HP and MAP
corresponding to the highest positive correlation between the variables; TS LF,
TS computed on data low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz. n � 10 in quiet wakefulness;
n � 11 in quiet sleep; n � 7 in active sleep.
* p � 0.05 vs TS in the same state.

Figure 3. Correlation coefficient between HP and MAP at the time lag
corresponding to maximal correlation, computed on unfiltered data. Mean
values are shown. Error bars represent � SEM. QW, quiet wakefulness; QS,
quiet sleep; AS, active sleep. The correlation coefficient was highest in QS. *p
� 0.05 vs value in QS. n � 10 in QW; n � 11 in QS; n � 7 in AS.

Figure 4. Correlation coefficient between HP and MAP at the time lag
corresponding to maximal correlation, computed on data low-pass filtered at
0.3 Hz. Mean values are shown. Error bars represent � SEM. QW, quiet
wakefulness; QS, quiet sleep; AS, active sleep. On low-pass filtered data, the
correlation coefficient in QS was �70% higher than either in QW or in AS,
indicating that a difference in the correlation coefficient among wake-sleep
states existed irrespective of fast fluctuations in HP and MAP. *p � 0.05 vs
value in QS. n � 10 in QW; n � 11 in QS; n � 7 in AS.
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features of cardiovascular control that we described in new-
borns differ from those in adult animals.
The study of spontaneous fluctuations in HP and MAP

informs on cardiovascular regulation around its working point,
as such fluctuations are a function of autonomic activity and of
the properties (time delay, frequency response) of cardiovas-
cular control mechanisms (22). HP and MAP are related by a
closed loop. HP has an impact on cardiac output, and hence on
MAP, MAP feeds back on HP via the baroreceptor reflex. The
mechanical effect of HP on MAP entails a negative correlation
between the variables, with changes in HP preceding or con-
comitant with those in MAP (23). Thus, the positive HP versus
MAP correlation that we found with changes in HP following
changes in MAP is not explained by the mechanical effect of
HP on MAP but rather may reflect baroreflex coupling between
the variables.
The relationship between HP and MAP changes is a function

of the frequency range analyzed. At breathing rate, fluctuations

in HP are determined not only by baroreflex buffering of MAP
variability but also by central coupling of respiratory drive to
cardiac vagal motor neurons (22). We repeated the cross-
correlation analysis after low-pass filtering HP and MAP data
at 0.3 Hz to determine whether any sleep-related difference in
the relationship between HP and MAP was altered by the
contribution of fast ventilatory fluctuations. Results obtained
on low-pass filtered data (Fig. 2) were similar to those obtained
on unfiltered data (Fig. 1), indicating that the main features of
the HP versus MAP relationship identified by the present
analysis were independent of fluctuations in the two variables
at a frequency higher than 0.3 Hz. The cutoff frequency was set
at 0.3 Hz, because in newborn lambs, mean breathing rate is
higher than 0.3 Hz, with no significant differences among
wake-sleep states (18), and the high-frequency peak is ob-
served in the variability of cerebral perfusion pressure at
frequencies higher than 0.3 Hz (17).
Time delays at the neural and effector levels (22) character-

ize the baroreceptor reflex. The highest positive correlation
between HP and MAP occurred with HP following MAP by
1–2 s (Table 1). Time lags tended to be higher in modulus at
low frequencies than on unfiltered data, the difference reaching
significance in quiet sleep, emphasizing the contribution of
high-frequency ventilatory fluctuations to HP and MAP vari-
ability in this state. In newborn lambs, phase-shift analysis in
the frequency domain determined that heart rate preceded
arterial pressure by 2.5 s at 0.1 Hz (24). Phase-shift analysis
cannot unambiguously determine the temporal relationship
between two signals: because heart rate is inversely related to
HP and because half a period of an oscillation (i.e. 5 s at 0.1
Hz) is needed to produce phase opposition, these data are

Figure 5. Representative sequences of low-frequency fluctuations in HP and
MAP. Thin line represents HP; bold line represents MAP. Values are in
standardized units. Beat-to-beat data obtained in one lamb were resampled at
4 Hz and low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz. HP was coupled to previous changes in
MAP, with the tightest coupling occurring in quiet sleep.

Figure 6. Beat-to-beat changes in HP and MAP during phasic blood pressure
surges in active sleep. Beat-to-beat values of HP and MAP were divided by
their baseline values and averaged with the cardiac cycles corresponding with
the onset of the MAP surges coinciding. Mean values � SEM are shown. HP
started to decrease at the onset of the surge; an increase in HP is evident later
in the course of the MAP surge, consistent with baroreflex control. *p � 0.05
for the difference between HP (average value over the cardiac cycles identified
by horizontal lines) and its baseline value. n � 7.
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compatible with HP following arterial pressure by 2.5 s, in
broad agreement with our findings. Accordingly, in adult hu-
mans, spontaneous fluctuations in HP follow those in arterial
pressure at low frequencies by 1–2 s (23,25). Time lags at the
positive peak of the HP versus MAP cross-correlation function
may reflect the latency of the maximal sinus node response to
a change in MAP (26) rather than the latency of the earliest
sinus node response [cf. (25)].
In correspondence to the median time lags between changes

in MAP and those in HP, we found that the HP versus MAP
correlation coefficient significantly differed among states (Fig.
3), with the highest value attained in quiet sleep (0.51 � 0.05).
Data thus indicate that HP is coupled to previous MAP
changes, the strength of the coupling being highest in quiet
sleep, and suggest that the impact of the baroreflex on HP
control is higher during quiet sleep than in the other states in
newborn lambs. At low frequencies, the sleep-state–related
difference in the coupling between HP and MAP was en-
hanced, the HP versus MAP correlation coefficient rising sig-
nificantly to 0.61 � 0.04 in quiet sleep (Fig. 4). Therefore, the
significance of the difference in the HP versus MAP coupling
among states was not dependent on high-frequency fluctuations
in HP and MAP, which constitute the greatest fraction of
ventilatory-induced cardiovascular variability in all wake-sleep
states in newborn lambs (27). As ventilatory activity was not
measured in the present study, we cannot exclude that minor
low-frequency ventilatory fluctuations disrupted the coupling
between HP and MAP, acting more in quiet wakefulness and in
active sleep than in quiet sleep. However, this would indicate
greater nonbaroreflex control of HP during quiet wakefulness
and active sleep, in agreement with our conclusion. Our results
are at variance with those of Gronlund et al. (24), who did not
report significant sleep-related differences in the frequency
domain coherence at 0.1 Hz between heart rate and arterial
pressure in newborn lambs. Owing to the polysomnographic
recordings that we performed, we were able to exclude mi-
croarousals and sleep-state transitions from the analysis,
whereas such transient events may have been included in the
analysis in the study of Gronlund et al. (24), who scored
wake-sleep states on the basis of behavioral observation alone.
Microarousals entail distinct polygraphic deviations from the
pattern of the stable quiet sleep and are accompanied by
transient cardiorespiratory events such as abrupt shifts in heart
rate (28).
In stable quiet sleep, it is well known that cardiovascular

variability is the lowest (1). Our study is novel in that we
directly showed that the coupling between HP and MAP varies
with the wake-sleep state and is the tightest in quiet sleep. This
feature of cardiovascular regulation may partly underlie the
low cardiovascular variability in quiet sleep. Our data in
newborn lambs are in broad agreement with those previously
obtained in adult rats, in which the correlation between HP and
MAP at low frequencies was higher in quiet sleep than either
in active sleep or in quiet wakefulness both in control condi-
tions and when cardiovascular regulation was perturbed by
acoustic stimuli presented during sleep (6). It is of interest that
neither in adult rats (5) nor in newborn lambs (18) does the
gain of the cardiac baroreflex change significantly among

wake-sleep states. Differences in the correlation between HP
and MAP therefore are suggestive of differences in the balance
between the baroreceptor reflex and central commands in the
regulation of heart rhythm.
Phasic increases (surges) in MAP during active sleep were

initially concomitant with decreases in HP in lambs (Fig. 6).
Because MAP surges in active sleep are primarily caused by
increases in systemic vascular resistance in newborn lambs (19),
the decrease in HP indicates that central autonomic commands to
the heart and blood vessels phasically prevailed on baroreflex
control in active sleep. Surges in heart rate during active sleep are
mediated by a �1-adrenergic mechanism in adult cats (29), but
their beat-to-beat relationship with arterial pressure has not been
reported. In our study, the HP response to an increase in centrally
driven autonomic output to the heart was almost simultaneous
with the MAP one, the lag lying within one cardiac period.
However, HP started to increase after 5 cardiac cycles, to rise
above control levels 10 cardiac cycles after the onset of the MAP
surge (Fig. 6). The rise in HP is consistent with a delayed
baroreflex response evoked by the increase in MAP, which be-
came apparent after the central autonomic commands to the heart
subsided. Such a complex regulatory arrangement, which causes
biphasic changes in HP as a consequence of central autonomic
commands to the heart and blood vessels, may constitute a
challenge for heart rhythm regulation in pathologic conditions
characterized by an increased risk for arrhythmias. Paradoxically,
coronary vascular resistance increases during MAP surges in
active sleep (19). Thus, the increase in myocardial oxygen de-
mand caused by the rise in arterial pressure and heart rate at the
surge onset may contribute to a condition of myocardial vul-
nerability in the late part of the night (30), when active sleep is
prevalent.
In adult humans, sleep-related changes in the control of heart

rhythm may help in the detection of autonomic derangements
after myocardial infarction (31). In infancy, sudden infant
death syndrome has been associated with derangements in
autonomic cardiovascular control, which have been evidenced
by standard tests (32) and may be linked to the pathophysiol-
ogy of the syndrome (33). Such derangement may be most
prominent during specific times of the night (14) and during
specific sleep states (15). Knowledge of physiologic sleep-
related changes in cardiovascular regulation is necessary to
detect their pathologic derangements. Our study shows a novel
aspect of the physiologic sleep-related differences in auto-
nomic cardiovascular control in newborn life.
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